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Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 6 Parkings: 4 Area: 1150 m2 Type: House
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Enriched by breathtaking design and crafted with exquisite opulence as a priority, this dazzling five bedroom plus office,

five bathroom showstopper encapsulates contemporary living by fusing expansive indoor/outdoor spaces over two

sublime levels. A demanding street presence on a sizable 1150m2 approx. block, it’s immediately introduced by a grand

façade; favoured for its impeccable symmetry, landscaped garden, Juliette balconies, r/c gates and eye-catching wrought

ironwork. Once inside, solid American oak floors in a herringbone formation, luminous Swarovski chandeliers, high shine

gold finishes including Gessi tapware inspired by the Armani Hotel, plus Italian Aristo Gold marble; blend together to

create a rare and luxurious aesthetic. Working from home is easy with a versatile office comprising a concealed

printer/AV room. The airy lounge stars a stylish fireplace; and the upstairs retreat is blessed with sweeping city views and

a kitchenette with wine fridge. Meticulously built for home chefs, the designer kitchen will absolutely turn heads.

Well-appointed with a premium suite of ILVE/VZUG appliances including coffee machine, generous standalone island

with chombard sinks, ample shaker-style cabinetry and huge butler’s pantry. Meanwhile, the bright dining and family

domains open through bifold doors to a tranquil entertainer’s backyard with in-ground heating. There is also a relaxed

undercover alfresco boasting integrated BBQ, dishwasher, blackout blinds and infrared heating, as it overlooks a

solar/electric/gas heated swimming pool and hosting deck. Throughout the home, Bowers and Wilkins surround sound,

sensor lighting, 24 CCTV camera, alarm, intercom and r/c blinds are all monitored through the innovative C-Bus system.

Add to this, deluxe fully-tiled bathrooms/ensuites/powder room, large robes and master accommodation with dressing

room, fireplace, balcony and access to a ceramic soaking tub. Further highlighted by hydronic heating, zoned reverse cycle

heating/cooling, two tandem r/c garages (one with mud room access) comprising Telsa car charging stations. Complete

with an internal laundry featuring Vzug garment steaming system, bespoke carpet, double glazing, abundant storage, solar

power and backup Tesla battery. Desirably within the Coburg High zone and steps to Coburg Hill shops, it’s moments to

buses, schools, eateries, Merri Creek trails and a quick drive to Pentridge Village.


